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'... but if we wanted ta 
hear Muzak we'd spend 

the day in a lift . ..' 
JOHN LODGE: 'Children 
Of Rock 'n Rolf' (Derca 
F 13895). After an 
unpromising start this 
develops into a well 
rounded rocker which 
sounds slightly Ameri- 
can. There's a nice 
controlled guitar section 
which lifts the song out of 
the ordinary and into a 
comfortable plane of its 
own. + + + + 

THE T5 LA GANG: 
'Suicide Jockey' (Skydog 
ST 001). Good, funky 
single- the kind the 'Old 
Grey WhlsUe Test' runs 
with those old films. You 
won't hear a lot of it on 
daytime radio, so it 
probably won't get into 
the charts (unless there's 
a radical change of BBC 
policy) but it's definitely 
worth having ++. + 

ROSE ROYCE: 'I Hanna 
(:et Next To You' (MCA 
278). Slow, sexy song with 
soft echoes, a bit like 
George McCrae's :Rock 
Your Baby'. You'll be 
hearing it a lot, 'so I hope 
you likelt ++++ 
FOUNDATIONS: 'Where 
Siete You 'When I Needed 
Your Love' (Summit SU 
100). Not a lot different 
from 'Build Me Up 
Buttercup' which just 
goes to show they haven't 
changed one iota in God 
knows how many years 
+ + 

DORA BRYAN: 'There's 
A Great Deal Of 
Difference' (EMI 2595). 
It's a good job she's a 
better actress than she Ls. 

a singer. Doesn't even 
make the Des O'Connor 
class. + 

BONNY: *Join The 
Party' (Creole CR 137). 
Predictable mndrot. U 
you need a good party 
record, you'd be better off 
with the Stones' 'Brown 
Sugar- + 

DONNA HINDS: 'Run 
Away Pet' (Trojan TRO 
7998). Half-hearted reg 
gee backing with very 
thin vocals over the top. 
It slips from there into a 
little jazz run, and then 
It's downhill all the way. 
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THE KINKS: 'Sleep- 
walker' (Arista 97). Good 
to hear the distinctive 
voice of Ray Davies take 
on a heavyweight for a 
change. Only the chorus 
line drops it a bit, but It's 
high quality Kinks and 
should show in the charts. 
+++ 
SIIAKIN' STEVENS: 
'Never' (Track 2094 134). 
Beautiful doowop style 
with sultry Elvis -type 
vocals and greased -back 
sax. If the, King can 
wallop up the charts, 
there's no reason why this 
shouldn't. + + + 

FULL ALERT: 'Sheer 
Enjoyment' ( Polydor 2058 
848). This single needs a 
good film to be the theme 
for: otherwise It's just 
another boring disco 
loon. 4 + 

THE CRYSTALS: 'All 
Grown Up' (Phil Spector 
2010 020). Even though 
the words aren't particu- 
larly seasonal, this song 
has a Christmas feel 
about it - soil seems a bit 
out of place in March. 

PATTI AUSTIN: 'Say 
You Love Me' (O'n CTSP 
1109). What a stunner! 
This lady has a fabulous 
bird -like voice that floats 
around like a dream. 
Knockout! +++e 
BREAD: 'Hooked On 
You' (Elektra 1(122.50). 
Another track from the 
album that brought you 
'Lost Without Your Love', 
with as much chance of 
being a hit - but why 
don't you just buy the 
album. + + + 
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BILLY JO,SPEARS: 'If 
You Want Me' (VA UP 
30238). This isn't a track 
I'd have chosen for a 
single - it's not strong 
enough to back up Billy 
Jo's previous successes in 
crossover country. But 
the flip is more dramatic, 
and more in keeping with 
the lady'sstyle + + 

IAN MATTHEWS: 'Bride 
1945' (Mooncrest Moon 
59). An odd, depressing 
tale of everyday life. 
Kitchen -sink lop and 
social awareness makes a 
heady combination. + 

ELVIS COSTELLO: 
'Less Than Zero' (Stiff 
BUY ii). An odd 
combination of new wave 
rock and the raw early 
Sixties sound. He's 
pictured on the sleeve 
dressed with admirable 
finesse. A cheeky little 
record, with a fresh 
bouquet +++f 
JET HARRIS: 'Theme' 
(SRT SRTS 75355). If the 
Shads can do it again} 
why shouldn't Jet? The 
instruméntal starts off 
well but dips into the 
Muzak syndrome. He'd 
have been better off 
without the brief vocal 
Interruption. + + + 

CARL WAYNE: 'A Little 
Give, A Little Take' 
(Target TOT 125). How 
could the dynamic Move 
singer come to this? Save 
it for 'New Faces', It 
doesn't really make the 
grade - too much 
orchestration. + + 

SWEET SENSATION: 
'You're My Sweet Sense tlon' (Pye 7N 49678). 

"Your souvenir copy of a 
song for Europe" it says 
on the sleeve. Can't say 
how relieved l am that the 
show has been cancelled 
In this country . . . shall 
we all breathe easy 
together? + 

DON EVERLY: 'So Sad 
(To Watch Good love Go 
Bad)' (DJM DJS linen). 
A solo Everly track from 
his new LP which is also 
very good. Nice and 
sloppy. + + + 

THERAPY: 'The Most 
Important Part Of Me Is 
You' (DJM DJS 10759). 
Low-key folk which. 
crosses into MOR. Pleas- 
ant but not amazing. + + 

NICOLE CROIBILLE) 
'Woman In Your Arms' 
(Mecca FR 13812). What 
a load of old cobblers! 
Can't stand all this 
breathy stuff, with high 
¿lass sociological lyrics. 

JOHNNY MATHIS: 
'Sweet Love Ot Mine' 
(CBS 5029). Nice smoothy 
voice but weak. It'll 
depend on how much 
you've had to drink and 
how romantic, you feet. 
++ 

HAROLD MELVIN & 
THE BLUENOTES: 
'Where Are All My 
Friends' (Phil Inl PIR 
511+). Well, It's Harold all 
right. but the song could 
be one of thousands. + + 

SANTANA: 'Let The 
Children Play' (CBS 
5102). You'd hardly 
believe this, but this song 
sounds almost Identical to 
Harold's - except the 
musicianship Is better. 
It'll creep into your brain 
If. you're not careful 
++ + 

HEDDY LESTER: 'The 
World Keeps Turning' 
(Sonet SON 2109). Eu- 
rosong stuff - which is a 
shame, because the .lady 
has a very nice voice, 
++ 
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THREE DEGREES: 
'We're All Alone' (Epic 
EPC 5112). The last time I 

reviewed one of their 
singles, I was blasted by 
fans but It hasn't put me 
off. Three mini versions 
of Shirley Hassey in 
harmony, but won't take 
the paint off the walls. 
What you need ladles, Is 
some guts. ++ 

MUSIC MAKER: 'Holy 
Cow' (Sonet SON 2102). 
This sums up the 
appalling mediocrity run- 
ning rampant through the 
singles this week. Don't 
break your neck getting 
to the record shop. + 

PAUL ANKA: 'Drs I Love 
You (Yes In Every Way)' 
(UA UP 30229). Lead me 
to the daisies - pushing 
them up will be more fun 
than listening tothls. + 

KEN BOOTHE: 'Speak 
Softly Love' (Trojan TRO 
9003). MOR reggae with 
ethereal lady vocalist in 
the background. I can 
live without It. + 

MALCOLM ROBERTS: 
'Manitoba' (VA UP 
38218). Australian heart- 
throb who never really 
made it In rock and roll, 
but looked nice In his 
tuxedo on the Saturday 
night variety shows. 
Back In the box Male. + 

MAX ROMEO: 'Mr Flail' 
(Trojan ROSS 134). Give 
this to your worst enemy, 

Q U E E,N ' S PARK 
RANGERS: 'The Loftus 
Roadrunners' (Gama 
QPR 1). A limited appeal, 
but not too bad for a 
football record. Easy 
hook line for the punters 
to remember while 
they're leaping over the 
terraces. + + 

BARBARA PENNING - 
TON: 'Yin Are The Music 
Within Me' (VA UP 
38234). Fair to terrible 
disco record, with boring 
arrangement + 

VAL STOKES: 'Swings 
And Roundabouts' (MAM 
158). My, It's a right set of 
crackers this week. More 
little girly voices and 
Eurosongs. Where is the 
talent? Where has all the 
credibility gone? + 

LOVE UNLIMITED: 'I 
Did It For Love' (20th 
Century BTC 1030). At 
last, we're out of the pits 
-butonlyjust ++ 

EVELYN THOMAS: 'My 
Head's In The Stan: (20th 
Century BTC 1129). This 
la what I like to hear -a 
girl that -gets through the 
clouds to the sparkly 
stuff. But make It 9 carat 
next time. + + 
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OENO WASHINGTON: 
'Soothe N e Beby' (DJ SI 

EMS 10761), 1 remember 
seeing him years ago 
backstage with a young, 
Er, lady, but 1 won't hold 
that against him. He's 
lost the fire from his 
music - shame, because 
he used to be hot. A dead 
loss. + 

KEITH MANIFOLD: 
'She Can't Be' (DJM DJS 
10757). Anything that 
starts 'Le la la la' has an 
automatic handicap, but 
Keith eventually pulls It 
together to make a 

passable country num- 
ber. The only thing that 
puts me off Is the funny 
way British country 
artists pronounce '00' - 
as if they'd just sucked a 
lemon. + + 

JOE TEX: 'Ain't Gonna 
Bump No More (With No 
Big Fat Woman)' (Epic 
EPC 5035). Amazing! 
Incredible! You just have 
to get this record, It's so 
funny. It's been out In the 
States for a while and is 
getting lots of airplay, so 
hopefully it'll do the same 
here. It's good disco 
sound and Is humorous. I 
needed a laugh, 

MARY MASON: What 
Do You Say To Love' 
(CBS 5056). Well. the up 
bit didn't last long. Back 
to the vast mass of 
unidentified muzak. + 

!MIKE REDWAY: 
'There's No Need To 
Come To The Station 
Mother' (Polydor 21158 
843). If he'd Injected any 
kind of humour Into :his at 
all, It could be a sinash. 
It's a great titre, why 
waste It by being so. 
serious? + (anrl another 
+ + for the title). 

1(01 ST JOHN: 'The Roy 
Stone EP' (Virgin VEP 
1(812). Includes a very 

laid back version of the 
Supremes' hit 'Where Did 
Our Love Go' - but they 
never used fiddles in quits 

'the same way as Mr St 
John Very appealing, In 
an odd way. +4+ 

DANDY IIVINOSTONE: 
'Take A Letter To .Harts' 
(Trojan TRO 7994). Not tb 
be confused with Martha 
Fast semireggae - 
imagine that If you can - 
bul has no substance, I 
hate all the reggae toned 
up with brass It cheapens 
It. + 

JERRY LEE LEWIS: 
'Old Black Joe' (Clearly 
CS 1123). This Bits my 
spirits marginally. At 
least Jerry Lee is a good 
lad and there's not much 
he can do wrong, even If 
this record isn't the best 
Writ I've heard. a++ 

GARBO: 'It's Over' (Rig 
Bear BIM). Diaboilcal( 
Hear it at peril of your 
sanity. + 

BEANO: 'Everybody 
Known' (Decca F 13690). 
Not another song for 
Europe? How can they do 
It? + 

CHICAGO BLUE: 
'Young & Moody' (Mag- 
net MAO 87). What a 
lovely depressing voice, 
nearly as good as 
Leonard Cohen's In fact, 
ft's better. Gives me 
goosebumps. + + + 

SILVER CONVENTION: 
'Telegram' (Magnet 
MAG 841). Sorry girls, 
you've dropped your 
standards, ++ 

THE ,JACKSONS: 'Enjoy 
Yourself' (Epic EPC 
3083). Another 12 Inch, 
made more exclusive by 
being a limited edition 
It's been out before, but 
this second chance might 
just lift R. + + + + 
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